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The theory of FengCao benefits the localized reconstruction and specialized
expansion of Modern Chinese Communication Studies. Under the background of the
traditional Chinese cultures and social politics, we try to explain the meaning of the
sentence of "the grass must bend, when the wind blows across it". The theory of
FengCao mainly contains four aspects of communication concept: The first one is the
concept of the subject which has been endowed with "gentleman" identity with the
interdependent relationship between "gentleman's virtue" and "villain’s virtue" being
emphasized. It also reveals the concept of social responsibilities for gentleman
"Commitments to social moral" The second one is the concept of communication
audience. Due to the restriction of political and moral factors, the subject
consciousness in the ancient time was greatly weakened, which triggers the
submission of power and the respect and devotion to the information received by
them. They are not machines that can be controlled or threatened, but the active
subject who can be enlightened and think by themselves. The third one is the concept
of communication media. In the theory of FengCao, the Feng is functioned as media
which carries the education, public opinion, customs and etiquette, and many other
social functions. It is an important means to maintain politics, integrate the society
and inherit the culture. The fourth one is the concept of communication effect. The
theory of FengCao emphasize that communication is a process that requires
continuous and repeated investment in a long-term and the effect can never be
achieved in a short time. It is realized and cultivated by the education, which presents
a Chinese style "gradual effect theory".
The theory of FengCao is deeply rooted in Chinese traditional culture which has
the significance of enlightenment in terms of the research on the communication
thoughts in the environment of Chinese traditional culture, the forming process of
communication theory and its characteristics. The discussion and construction of “The















communication in China: the theory "embryo" is obtained so as to put forward the
theory with universal significance after the scientific verification and construction.
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